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Abstract—Distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) problems are well-suited for modeling multi-agent coordination problems. However, it only models static problems, which do not change over time. Consequently, researchers have introduced the Dynamic DCOP (DDCOP) model to model dynamic problems. In this paper, we make two key contributions: (a) a procedure to reason with the incremental changes in DDCOPs and (b) an incremental pseudo-tree construction algorithm that can be used by DCOP algorithms such as any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT to solve DDCOPs. Due to the incremental reasoning employed, our experimental results show that any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT are up to 42% and 38% faster, respectively, with the incremental procedure and incremental pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithm than without them.

II. BACKGROUND

A. DCOP Problems

A DCOP problem $P$ is defined as a tuple $\langle A, D, F \rangle$. $A = \{a_i\}_{i=0}^{n}$ is the finite set of agents. $D = \{d_i\}_{i=0}^{m}$ is the set of finite domains, where domain $d_i$ is the set of possible values for agent $a_i \in A$. $F = \{f_i\}_{i=0}^{m}$ is the set of binary constraints, where each constraint $f_i : d_{i_1} \times d_{i_2} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \cup \infty$ specifies its non-negative constraint cost as a function of the values of the two different agents $a_{i_1}, a_{i_2} \in A$ that share the constraint. Each agent is responsible for assigning itself values from its domain. The agents coordinate their value assignments by exchanging messages. A solution is an agent-value assignment for a subset of agents. Its cost is the sum of the constraint costs of all constraints shared by agents with known values. A solution is called complete if it is an agent-value assignment for all agents. Solving a DCOP problem means to find a cost-minimal complete solution.

DCOP problems are commonly visualized as constraint graphs, whose vertices are the agents and whose edges are the constraints. Most DCOP search algorithms operate on pseudo-trees. Pseudo-trees are spanning trees of fully connected constraint graphs such that no two vertices in different subtrees of the spanning tree are connected by an edge in the constraint graph. Figure 1(a) shows the constraint graph of an example DCOP problem with three agents that can each take on the values 0 or 1, Figure 1(b) shows one possible pseudo-tree (the dotted line is called a backedge, which is an edge of the constraint graph that does not connect a pair of parent-child nodes), and Figure 1(c) shows the constraint costs. Sibling subtrees of pseudo-trees represent independent subproblems in a DCOP problem. DCOP algorithms prefer pseudo-trees with many sibling subtrees or, equivalently, pseudo-trees with small depths since they can solve independent subproblems in parallel and thus solve them faster.
ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT

ADOPT [1] and BnB-ADOPT [4] transform the constraint graph to a pseudo-tree in a pre-processing step and then search for a cost-minimal complete solution. They have identical memory requirements and communication frameworks but have different search strategies.

We use search trees and terminology from A* to visualize the operation of ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT. Each level of a search tree corresponds to an agent. For our example DCOP problem, the level of depth 1 corresponds to agent \( a_1 \). A left branch that enters a level means that the corresponding agent takes on the value 0. A right branch means that the corresponding agent takes on the value 1. A node in the search tree thus corresponds to a solution. For our example DCOP problem, the solution of node \( j \) is \((a_1 = 0, a_2 = 1, a_3 = 0)\), where we use the identifiers shown in Figure 2(a) to refer to nodes. The numbers in the nodes in Figure 2(b) are their delta costs. The delta cost of a node is the sum of the costs of all constraints in the solution of that node that involve the agent corresponding to the level of that node. For example, the delta cost of node \( j \) is the sum of the costs of all constraints in the solution of node \( j \) that involve agent \( a_3 \). Therefore, it is the sum of the cost of the constraint between agents \( a_1 \) and \( a_3 \), which is five, and the cost of the constraint between agents \( a_2 \) and \( a_3 \), which is twenty, resulting in twenty five. The numbers in the nodes in Figure 2(c) are their gamma costs. The gamma cost of a node is the smallest sum of the delta costs of all nodes along any branch of the search tree from that node to a leaf node. The gamma cost of the root node is thus the cost of a cost-minimal complete solution.

ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT are different in their choice of search strategy for traversing the search tree. ADOPT uses best-first search while BnB-ADOPT uses depth-first branch-and-bound search. ADOPT and BnB-ADOPT are similar in that each agent maintains only the lower and upper bounds on the gamma costs of at most two nodes in its level of the search tree at all times due to memory limitations. They are the children of the node whose solution is the agent’s current context, which is the agent’s assumption on the agent-value assignments for all its ancestors in the pseudo-tree. For example, if the current context of agent \( a_3 \) is \((a_1 = 0, a_2 = 0)\), then it maintains the lower and upper bounds on the gamma costs of nodes \( h \) and \( i \). Therefore, each agent can maintain only one information unit at all times. An information unit consists of the lower and upper bounds that the agent maintains for one context. On the other hand, each agent in any-space ADOPT [14] and any-space BnB-ADOPT [15] can maintain multiple information units, where each information unit consists of the lower and upper bounds for a different context. Runtimes of any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT typically decrease as they have more memory available [15].

Finally, researchers have also further optimized BnB-ADOPT by (1) reducing the number of messages that it requires [16]; (2) extending it to maintain soft arc consistency during search [17], [18], [19]; and (3) combined it with ADOPT to form a generalized asynchronous DCOP search algorithm [20].

C. DDCOP Problems

A Dynamic DCOP (DDCOP) problem is defined by a tuple \((P_0, T, C, \Delta)\). \( P_0 \) is the DCOP problem that models the initial coordination problem. \( T \) is the time horizon, where each time step \( 1 \leq t \leq T \) represents a point in time where the coordination problem changes. In this paper, we assume that the time between subsequent time steps are sufficiently large to solve the current problem. \( C = \{c_1\}^B_0 \) is the set of possible changes and \( \Delta = \{\Delta_t\}_0^T \) captures the dynamism in the coordination problem by representing the changes at each time step. \( \Delta_t = \{P(c_i)|c_i \in C\} \) is the probability distribution of the changes that can occur at time step \( t \).

We consider a DDCOP problem as a sequence of DCOP problems with changes between them. Solving a DDCOP problem optimally means finding a cost-minimal solution for each DCOP problem in the sequence. Therefore, this approach is a reactive approach since it does not consider future changes. The advantage of this approach is that solving DDCOP problems is no harder than solving \( T \) DCOP problems. Researchers have used this approach to solve DDCOPs [9], where they introduce a super-stabilizing DPOP algorithm that is able to reuse information from previous DCOPs to speed up the search for the solution for the current DCOP. Our approach is similar except that (1) we investigate search-based algorithms instead of inference based algorithms and (2) we investigate ways to maximize the amount of information reuse through pseudo-tree reconstruction.

Alternatively, a proactive approach predicts future changes in the DDCOP problem and finds robust solutions that require little or no changes despite future changes. Researchers have used this approach to solve dynamic constraint satisfaction problems [23], [24] but not DDCOP problems to the best of our knowledge.

Researchers have also proposed other models for DDCOP problems including a model where agents have deadlines to choose their values and incur a cost for changing their value assignments when the problem changes [10] and a
model where agents can have imperfect knowledge about their environment [11]. Lastly, researchers have also introduced incomplete algorithms to solve DDCOP problems sub-optimally [25], [26].

D. Pseudo-tree Algorithms

One can use DCOP algorithms to solve DDCOP problems by running the algorithm each time the problem changes. However, before solving the current DCOP problem, DCOP algorithms may need to reconstruct their pseudo-trees to reflect the changes from the previous DCOP problem. For example, if an agent is removed, then a DCOP algorithm needs to remove that agent from its pseudo-tree. Since constructing optimal pseudo-trees is NP-hard [21], researchers have developed greedy distributed algorithms to construct them. For example, the distributed Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm constructs the pseudo-tree for each DCOP problem from scratch by using DFS to traverse the constraint graph for that DCOP problem [22]. Figure 3(a) shows an example initial pseudo-tree, and Figure 3(b) shows the pseudo-tree reconstructed by the distributed DFS algorithm after the constraint between agents $a_4$ and $a_5$ is removed.

Another example is the Multiagent Organization with Bounded Edit Distance (Mobed) algorithm, which constructs pseudo-trees with small edit distances between subsequent DCOP problems [12]. The edit distance between two pseudo-trees is the smallest number of parent-child relationships that must be re-assigned, added or deleted in order for both pseudo-trees to become isomorphic. It requires a different algorithm, such as the distributed DFS algorithm, to construct the pseudo-tree of the first DCOP problem. For each new agent that is added to the DCOP problem, Mobed identifies an insertion point in the pseudo-tree of the previous DCOP problem and adds the new agent to the pseudo-tree at that insertion point. For each agent that is removed from the DCOP problem, Mobed removes that agent from the pseudo-tree and makes all children of the removed agent the children of the parent of the removed agent. For each constraint that is added or removed, Mobed removes and adds all agents that share that constraint. For example, Figure 3(c) shows the pseudo-tree reconstructed by the Mobed algorithm after the constraint between agents $a_4$ and $a_5$ was removed.

When solving a DDCOP problem, instead of solving each DCOP problem from scratch, any-space DCOP search algorithms can reuse information from searches of previous DCOP problems to guide their search to potentially solve the current DCOP problem faster. Therefore, we introduce the ReuseBounds procedure, an incremental procedure that any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT can use to identify lower and upper bounds obtained from solving the previous DCOP problem that can be reused to solve the current DCOP problem. After each change in the DDCOP problem, any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT first reconstruct their pseudo-trees and then call the ReuseBounds procedure before solving the current DCOP problem.

Initially, the ReuseBounds procedure identifies potentially affected and unaffected agents in the current DCOP problem. The potentially affected agents are those agents whose lower and upper bounds from the previous DCOP problem may no longer be correct bounds for the current DCOP problem. The unaffected agents are the other agents. Once the agents are identified, each potentially affected agent purges all its cached information units before solving the current DCOP problem. Unaffected agents reuse the lower and upper bounds in all their cached information units.

Specifically, an agent is a potentially affected agent iff the gamma costs of nodes in its level of the search tree can change between the previous and current DCOP problems. A gamma cost can change iff one can assign some costs to each constraint that is added, removed, or whose costs changed in such a way that the gamma cost indeed changes. If the gamma cost of a node changes, then the lower and upper bounds of that node, which were correct bounds in the previous DCOP problem, may no longer be correct bounds in the current DCOP problem. Unfortunately, an agent cannot directly discern if the gamma costs of nodes in its level of the search tree can change because it needs to solve the current DCOP problem to do so. However, an agent can determine if it is a potentially affected agent by checking if it has one or more of the following properties:

- **Property 1**: The agent shares an added constraint, deleted constraint, or constraint with changed constraint costs with another agent. If the agent shares the constraint with a descendant, then it is a potentially affected agent (see Property 3). If the agent shares the constraint with an ancestor, then the changes in the constraints can change the delta costs of some nodes in its level of the search tree, which in turn can change the gamma costs of those nodes. The agent is thus a potentially affected agent.

III. REUSEBOUNDS PROCEDURE

Fig. 4. New Delta and Gamma Costs
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• Property 2: The agent has different children between the previous and current DCOP problems. This difference can change the children of nodes in the level of the agent in the search tree, which in turn can change the gamma costs of those nodes. The agent is thus a potentially affected agent.

• Property 3: The agent \( a \) has a descendant that is a potentially affected agent. If the descendant is a potentially affected agent, then the sum of the delta costs of all nodes along some branch of the search tree from some leaf node to some node in the level of the descendant can change. This branch of the search tree can be extended up the search tree to some node in the level of agent \( a \) in the search tree. Therefore, the sum of the delta costs of all nodes along this extended branch can also change, which in turn can change the gamma costs of the node (in that branch) that is in the level of agent \( a \). Agent \( a \) is thus a potentially affected agent.

For example, assume that the costs of the constraint between agents \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) change to five for all value combinations in our example DCOP problem. Figure 4(a) shows the new delta costs, and Figure 4(b) shows the new gamma costs. The change in the constraint costs changes the delta costs of nodes \( d \) through \( g \), which in turn changes the gamma costs of those nodes. Thus, agent \( a_2 \) is a potentially affected agent since it maintains the lower and upper bounds of those nodes (Property 1). The change in the delta costs also changes the gamma costs of nodes \( a \) through \( c \). Thus, agent \( a_1 \) is a potentially affected agent since it maintains the lower and upper bounds of those nodes (Property 3).

Each agent can directly discern if it has Properties 1 or 2. However, it cannot directly discern if it has Property 3 since it knows neither the constraints nor the set of children of each of its descendants. Therefore, each agent in any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT runs the ReuseBounds procedure to discern if it has Property 3 after it reconstructs the pseudo-tree for the current DCOP problem. The idea behind the procedure is the following. Leaf agents first identify themselves as potentially affected or unaffected agents, which they can do because they do not need to consider Property 3 since they have no descendants. The leaf agents then send RESPONSE messages to their parents with that information. The parents then identify themselves as potentially affected or unaffected agents, which they can now do because they know whether they have Property 3 or not or, in other words, whether any of their children are potentially affected agents or not. The agents propagate the RESPONSE messages up the pseudo-tree until they reach the root agent. Ideally, the leaf agents ought to automatically start the process and send RESPONSE messages once there is a change in the problem. Unfortunately, they are not aware of all possible changes in the problem since they are only aware of their constraints and the agents that they are constrained with. Therefore, the ReuseBounds procedure use START and QUERY messages to trigger the leaf agents to send RESPOND messages.

Figure 5 shows the pseudocode. The code is identical for every agent with variable \( a \) pointing to the agent executing the code. Each agent initially identifies itself as an unaffected agent [Line 2]. Then, each agent with Properties 1 or 2 sends a START message to its parent [Lines 7-9], which is propagated up the pseudo-tree to trigger the root agent to send QUERY messages [Lines 11-14]. When the root agent receives a START message, it sends a QUERY message to each of its children [Line 15], which is propagated down the pseudo-tree to trigger the leaf agents to send RESPOND messages [Lines 16-17]. When a leaf agent receives a QUERY message, it identifies itself as a potentially affected agent if it has Properties 1 or 2 [Lines 18-20] and then sends a RESPOND message with that information to its parent [Line 21]. When an agent receives a RESPOND message from each of its children, it identifies itself as a potentially affected agent if it has Properties 1, 2, or 3 [Lines 22-24] and sends a RESPOND message with that information to its parent [Line 22]. An agent has Property 3 if it receives a RESPOND message from a potentially affected agent.) Therefore, RESPOND messages propagate up the pseudo-tree until they reach the root agent. Finally, when the root agent receives a RESPOND message from each of its children, each agent with Properties 1, 2, or 3 must have identified itself as a potentially affected agent. The root agent thus sends a STOP message to each of its children [Line 30], which is propagated down the pseudo-tree and ends the ReuseBounds procedure [Lines 32-36].

After running the ReuseBounds procedure, any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT restart as usual to solve
the current DCOP problem except that the unaffected agents now reuse their bounds from the previous DCOP problem in the current DCOP problem. Therefore, any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT might be able to solve the current DCOP problem faster since the unaffected agents do not need to recompute the lower and upper bounds that they reused.

### IV. HARP Algorithm

The Mobed algorithm constructs pseudo-trees with small edit distances. On the other hand, the distributed DFS algorithm constructs its pseudo-trees from scratch, which can have large edit distances. Therefore, there is usually a larger number of unaffected agents in the Mobed pseudo-trees than in the DFS pseudo-trees. For example, in our example pseudo-trees of Figure 3, there is one unaffected agent (= agent $a_7$) in the Mobed pseudo-tree and there are no unaffected agents in the DFS pseudo-tree. On the other hand, DFS pseudo-trees can have smaller depths than Mobed pseudo-trees. For example, in our example pseudo-trees of Figure 3, the depth of the DFS pseudo-tree is one smaller than the depth of the Mobed pseudo-tree. Pseudo-trees with smaller depths are desirable since they have a larger number of independent subtrees or, synonymously, a larger number of independent subproblems. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the depths and edit distances of pseudo-trees.

We therefore introduce the Hybrid Algorithm for Reconstructing Pseudo-trees (HARP), an incremental pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithm that reuses parts of the pseudo-tree of the previous DCOP problem to construct the pseudo-tree of the current DCOP problem. It combines the principles and strengths of the Mobed and distributed DFS algorithms. Like the Mobed algorithm, HARP aims to preserve the parent-child relationships of unaffected agents in the pseudo-tree and, like the distributed DFS algorithm, HARP reconstructs the part of the pseudo-tree with the affected agents from scratch. Affected agents are agents from the previous DCOP problem that are guaranteed to be potentially affected agents in the current DCOP problem regardless of the choice of pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithm. They are (1) the agents that share an added constraint, deleted constraint or constraint with changed costs with another agent (Property 1) and (2) their ancestors in the pseudo-tree of the previous DCOP problem (Property 3). (Other agents might become potentially affected agents as well but that depends on the choice of pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithm and is thus not guaranteed.)

HARP operates on the pseudo-tree of the previous DCOP problem to identify the affected agents and calls the distributed DFS algorithm to construct the pseudo-tree of the current DCOP problem in such a way that non-affected agents are unaffected agents in the current DCOP problem. Recall that unaffected agents are agents that are not potentially affected agents. For example, imagine that the constraint between agents $a_4$ and $a_5$ of Figure 3(a) is removed. The affected agents are agents $a_4$ and $a_5$ since they have Property 1 and...
agents $a_1$, $a_2$ and $a_3$ since they have Property 3. Figure 6 shows the steps of HARP to reconstruct the pseudo-tree for the current DCOP problem. HARP assigns a unique pseudo-ID to all agents in the problem with the exception that, all agents in an unaffected subtree are assigned the same pseudo-ID. An unaffected subtree is a strict subtree that has only unaffected agents. In our example, HARP assigns agents $a_1$, $a_2$, $a_3$, $a_4$ and $a_5$ the pseudo-IDs $b_1$, $b_2$, $b_3$, $b_4$ and $b_5$, respectively. HARP assigns agents $a_6$ and $a_7$ the same pseudo-ID $b_6$ since they are in an unaffected subtree. Figure 6(a) shows the pseudo-tree with the pseudo-ID of each agent. For each group of agents with the same pseudo-ID that is not in a larger group of agents with the same pseudo-ID, HARP artificially constrains all their parents and pseudo-parents that are not in the group to each other. An agent is a pseudo-parent of another agent if the former agent is an ancestor of the latter agent in the pseudo-tree and they are connected via a backedge in the pseudo-tree. In our example, HARP artificially constrains agents $a_1$ (with pseudo-ID $b_1$) and $a_5$ (with pseudo-ID $b_5$) since agent $a_1$ is a pseudo-parent of agent $a_7$ and agent $a_5$ is a parent of agent $a_6$. Figure 6(b) shows the pseudo-tree with the new artificial constraint.

HARP then runs the distributed DFS algorithm except that it treats all agents with the same pseudo-ID as a single pseudo-agent and sets pseudo-agents as children of the current agent only if every affected agent that is constrained with the current agent is already in the pseudo-tree. Therefore, pseudo-agents are leaf agents in the new pseudo-tree because every agent that they are constrained with was chosen first due to the artificial constraints. Therefore, non-affected agents do not have Properties 2 and 3 because pseudo-agents are leaf agents and all agents in a pseudo-agent thus have the same descendants, which are non-affected agents themselves, in the new pseudo-tree. Non-affected agents do not have Property 1 either because they are affected agents otherwise. Therefore, all non-affected agents are unaffected agents in the current DCOP problem. Figure 6(c) shows the resulting pseudo-tree with pseudo-agents in our example, and Figure 3(d) shows the pseudo-tree with actual agents. The HARP pseudo-tree has the same depth as the DFS pseudo-tree and has two unaffected agents (= agents $a_6$ and $a_7$) compared to one unaffected agent in the Mobed pseudo-tree and no unaffected agents in the DFS pseudo-tree.

Figure 7 shows the pseudocode of the HARP algorithm. The code is identical for every agent with variable $a$ pointing to the agent executing the code and $sep(a)$ is the separator set of variable $a$, i.e., the set of its ancestors that are parents or pseudo-parents of its descendants or the agent itself. There are two phases in the HARP algorithm. The first phase identifies affected agents and is very similar to how the ReuseBounds procedure identifies potentially affected agents. The second phase assigns pseudo-IDs to agents and imposes artificial constraints between agents before calling the distributed DFS algorithm to reconstruct the pseudo-tree. In general, the first phase of the HARP algorithm is as follows: Agents with Property 1 sends a START message to its parent [Lines 8-9], which is propagated up the pseudo-tree to trigger the root agent to send QUERY messages [Lines 12-15]. When the root agent receives a START message, it sends a QUERY message to each of its children [Line 16], which is propagated down the pseudo-tree to trigger the leaf agents to send RESPOND messages [Lines 17-18]. When a leaf agent receives a QUERY message, it identifies itself as an affected agent if it has Property 1 [Lines 19-21] and then sends a RESPOND message with that information to its parent [Line 22]. When an agent receives a RESPOND message, it identifies itself as an affected agent if it has Properties 1 or 3 [Lines 23-25] and sends a RESPOND message with that information to its parent [Line 27]. (An agent has Property 3 if it receives a RESPOND message from an affected agent.) Therefore, RESPOND messages propagate up the pseudo-tree until they reach the root agent. When the root agent receives a RESPOND message from each of its children, each agent with Properties 1 or 3 must have identified itself as an affected agent. The root agent thus starts the second phase of the HARP algorithm by sending a PSEUDOID message to each of its children [Line 28], which is propagated down the pseudo-tree. When an agent receives a PSEUDOID message, if it is an affected agent or is the root of an unaffected subtree, then it sets its pseudo-ID to its unique agent-ID. Otherwise, it sets its pseudo-ID to the pseudo-ID of the root of the unaffected subtree that it is in [Lines 32-33]. Additionally, when a root agent $a$ of an unaffected subtree receives a PSEUDOID message, it sends a CONSTRAINT message to each of its ancestors in $sep(a)$ [Lines 29-31] such that they artificially constrain themselves to each other [Lines 43-44]. When a leaf agent receives a PSEUDOID message, it sends a PSEUDOID-ACK message to its parent [Line 36], which is propagated up the pseudo-tree. When the root agent receives a PSEUDOID-ACK message from each of its children, it sends STOP messages to its children [Lines 40-41], which is propagated down the pseudo-tree and ends the HARP algorithm [Lines 50-52].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now compare any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT using the ReuseBounds procedure and the distributed DFS, Mobed, and HARP pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithms. We measure the runtimes in cycles [1]. Although we do not measure the runtimes in other metrics, such as NCCCs [27], we believe that the reported trends carry over to those metrics as well because the number of constraint checks and the number of messages sent by each agent do not vary much across cycles. We vary the amount of memory of each agent with the cache factor metric [28] from 0 (each agent can cache only one information unit) to 1 (each agent can cache all information units). We use the MaxEffort and MaxPriority caching schemes [15] for any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT, respectively.

We consider the following five types of changes in our experiments: $c_1$ is the change in the costs of a random constraint, $c_2$ is the removal of a random constraint, $c_3$ is the addition of a random constraint, $c_4$ is the removal of...
a random agent, and $c_5$ is the addition of a random agent. We randomly generated graph coloring problems of density 2, domain cardinality 5 and constraint costs of 0–10,000 as the initial DCOP problems $P_0$. We constructed three types of DCOP problems with time horizon $T = 5$ and one change at each time step:

- **Type 1:** $\Delta_1 = \{P(c_i) = 1\}$,
- **Type 2:** $\Delta_2 = \{P(c_i) = P(c_j) \mid c_i, c_j \notin \bigcup_{1 \leq t' < t} C_{t'}\}$, where $C_t$ is the change that occurred at time step $t$,
- **Type 3:** $\Delta_3 = \{P(c_1) = 1\}.$

We average the experimental results over 50 DCOP problem instances of each type.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show our experimental results for any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT with the ReuseBounds procedure and the pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithms on Types 1, 2, and 3 DCOP problems, respectively. We make the following observations:

- Figures 8(a,b), 9(a,b), and 10(a,b) show that the runtimes of any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT decrease as their cache factors increase. The reason for this behavior is that they need to expand fewer nodes when they cache more information [15].

- The runtimes of any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT are smaller with the ReuseBounds procedure than without the procedure. Figures 8(c,d), 9(c,d), and 10(c,d) show the speedups gained with the ReuseBounds procedure. We calculate the speedup by taking the difference in the runtimes with and without the ReuseBounds procedure and normalizing it by the runtime without the ReuseBounds procedure. The figures show that the speedups increase as the cache factor increases for all three pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithms. The reason for this behavior is that the unaffected agents can cache and reuse more lower and upper bounds from the previous DCOP problems as the cache factor increases.

- The runtimes of any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT with the DFS and Mobed algorithms are identical for each cache factor for Type 3 DCOP problems. Mobed does not reconstruct the pseudo-tree for the current DCOP problem when the only change is the change in constraint costs. DFS reconstructs the exact same pseudo-tree for the current DCOP problem as the pseudo-tree for the previous DCOP problem since all the agents are constrained in the exact same way for both DCOP problems.

- Any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT with the HARP algorithm and the ReuseBounds procedure are up to 42% and 38% faster, respectively, than with the distributed DFS algorithm and without the ReuseBounds procedure.

To better understand the sources of speedup, we performed an additional experiment with DCOP problems with time horizon $T = 1$ and $\Delta_1 = \{P(c_1) = 1\}$, where we varied the depth of the deepest affected agent in the pseudo-tree. Figure 11 shows the experimental results for any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT using the distributed DFS algorithm. (The results with the HARP algorithm are similar.) They show that the speedup increases as the depth
of the deepest affected agent decreases. The reason for this behavior is that the number of unaffected agents increases as the depth of the deepest affected agent decreases, and more lower and upper bounds from the previous DCOP problem are thus reused. Overall, the ReuseBounds procedure experimentally speeds up any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT for all three pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithms, and the speedup increases as the cache factor increases and as the depth of the deepest affected agent decreases.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

DDCOP problems are well-suited for modeling multi-agent coordination problems that change over time. In this paper, we introduced the ReuseBounds procedure and the HARP pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithm that can be employed by any-space ADOPT and any-space BnB-ADOPT to solve DDCOP problems optimally. The ReuseBounds procedure allows the agents that are unaffected by the changes in the DDCOP problem to reuse their lower and upper bounds from the previous DCOP problem. The HARP pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithm reconstructs the pseudo-tree for the current DCOP problem in such a way that maximizes the number of such unaffected agents. Our experimental results show that the speedup gained by using the ReuseBounds procedure increases as the amount of available memory increases. In general, we expect the ReuseBounds procedure to apply to other DCOP search algorithms with other pseudo-tree reconstruction algorithms as well since all DCOP search algorithms maintain lower and upper bounds on the solution costs. We also expect the HARP algorithm to apply to other DCOP algorithms that operate on pseudo-trees.
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